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Author's response to reviews:

Dear Editor in Chief of BMC Medical Education,

Please find enclosed our answers to each of the referees.

We have a question…Reviewer 2 suggests a minor revision: “…I recommend that they only include one film in the discussion”.

This recommendation is not shared by reviewer 1, who had asked for more details in the previous review and in the current one says that “The authors […] have put the necessary information at places” and requires even more background…what to do then?

We are willing to accept the Editor’s decision about which example/examples should be included. They are already separated in the text, therefore the editorial decision to include only one or a couple of examples does not require any other change to the manuscript.

Reviewer 1 (Gurvinder Kalra)

We have revised English again with a native English speaker.

“There has to be some context building and foundation laying for these descriptions”: besides the Table with a brief description of the movie plots, we have expanded on the background underlying the choice of these specific movies (see section in red).

Reviewer 2 (Gopinath Ranjith)

“An issue of language…”: ok, corrected as suggested.